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"I would recommend Surgiorithm to my colleagues because it will make
them more efficient and the ROI is great."
-Shamik Bafna, M.D.

Interviewer: Rosemary Repar MBA- R2R Marketing Consulting

HOW DOES SURGIORITHM HELP YOU?
Surgiorithm helps me become more efficient in clinic because I save time. Time is always at a
premium, I’m always struggling with ideally wanting to spend more time with patients so it
helps me determine which patient requires more time and those that don’t require it.

WHAT IS UNIQUE IN SURGIORITHM THAT YOU HAVE NOT SEEN IN OTHER
PATIENT FACING SOFTWARE OR SERVICES?
Surgiorithm educates patients and gives me a perspective on what patients are thinking when
it comes to cataract surgery.

HAVE YOUR PATIENT SURGICAL CONVERSIONS CHANGED?
With Surgiorithm the percentage of our upgrades have increased because patients are more
aware of choices and realize the value of committing to an upgrade.

WHAT ARE SOME ADVANTAGES SINCE YOU IMPLEMENTED
SURGIORITHM INTO THE PRACTICE?
Patients are pre-educated and understand they have choices, second, I understand the
patient's personality and have a synopsis of who the patient is and what their goals are.
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IN WHAT WAYS HAS SURGIORITHM IMPACTED YOUR DAILY PATIENT
PROCESSING EXPERIENCE?
It shows me the direction the patient is leaning toward as to what type of cataract surgery the
patient is willing to have. It gives me a synopsis and a score -if they are interested in a basic
cataract surgery, or are on the fence, and most importantly gives me guidance on the likeliness
they will convert to an upgraded procedure. It provides color coded percentage breakdowns,
which is helpful when I am running behind.

WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE IS THE BIGGEST PATIENT BENEFIT?
Patients are more comfortable, educated and already have a good idea of cataract surgery
options. They understand they have choices and have already had a chance to process the
information ahead of their visit and discuss them with friends and family.

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO AN OPHTHALMOLOGIST FRIEND REGARDING
IT? WOULD YOU RECOMMEND SURGIORITHM?
I would recommend Surgiorithm to my colleagues because it will make them more efficient
and the ROI is great, even if you convert just one extra patient it covers its cost-it pays for
itself!

FROM YOUR STAFF’S PERSPECTIVE, HAS THERE BEEN ANY ADDED
VALUE?
It guides the counselor-patient conversation since it shows their inclination to upgrade and
helps us address any concerns, such as financing.

HOW DOES THE PRACTICE LEVEL DATA REPORTING IMPACT YOUR
DAILY WORK?
Sometimes we assume things that aren’t reality; the analytics allows us to look at the practice
as a whole, and immediately make appropriate changes if we are not meeting our
expectations.
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